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HOT ISSUES: THE 1997 KAMABOLON CEREMONY
IN KANGABA (MALI)*
By Jan Jansen
Every seven years the Kamabolon, a sanctuary in the form of a traditional mud
hut, is restored and reroofed m Kangaba dunng a famous ceremony that some
even consider to be "the official focus of Mandenka traditional rituals "' Part of
this ceremony is the recitation of the Mansa Jigm ("the gathenng of the kmgs"),
the narrative that has gained fame m Afncan literature as "the Sunjata epic " This
recitation takes place in the sanctuary, and is accessible only for the performers,
the Diabate gnots from Kela, and audible only for a selected group of people from
the Kangaba region Other people are held at a distance
There are two reasons this ceremony has always had a wide appeal for a large
part of Mali's population as well as for researchers First, because it is generally
beheved that Kangaba is the locus of ongm of various West Afncan ethmc
groups The presumed thousands of people who "return to" Kangaba during the
ceremony are said to mclude people from Kumasi2 Second, because of the Mansa
Jigin recitation, which has the status of being the "authonzed" version of the
Sunjata epic,3 although it can't be heard by outsiders and has never been recorded
* I am much mdebted to Ralph Austen, Stephan Buhnen, Seydou Camara, Mamadi Dembele,
Sabme Lunmg, and Daouda Diawara for either discussion or Information Research m the penod
May 1991-Apnl 1995 and m the penod July 1996-June 1998 were fmanced by the Netherlands
Foundation for the Advancement of Tropical Research (Grants W 52-533 and W 52-708)
1 P F de Moraes Fanas, "Pilgnmages to 'Pagan' Mecca m Mandinka Stones of Ongm
Reported from Mali and Gumea-Conakry," m Karin Barber and P F de Moraes Fanas, eds ,
Discours« and lts Disgmses The Interpretation of Afncan Oral Text (Birmingham, UK, 1989),
155 Kangaba (or Kaaba) is a small town of circa 5,000 inhabitants, 95 kilometers south of Mali's
capital Bamako, at the border of the Niger River It is considered to have once been the capital of
the Mali empire In 1880 it had about 1,000 inhabitants For a brief descnption of the important
pohtical role of Kangaba in the region's political System, see S de Ganay, Le Sanctuaire Kama
blon de Kangaba—Histoire mythes, pemture, panétales et Ceremonies Septennales (Paris, 1995),
13 16, and J Jansen, "The Younger Brother and the Stranger In Search of a Status Discourse for
Mande" Cahiers d'Etudes Africames XXXVI-4, 144 (1996) 659-88
2 Germame Dieterlen, "Mythe et Organisation sociale au Soudan francais," Journal de la
Societe des Afncamstes XXV (1955), 38-76, and XXIX, l (1959), 119-38
3 See, for instance, J W Johnson, The Epic of Son Jara—A West Afncan Tradition
(Bloomington, 1986), 25, and the ü'le of J Vidal, "La Legende officielle de Soundiata, fondateur
de l'empire Manding," Bulletin du Comité d Etudes Histonques et Scientifiques de l'Afnque
Occidentale Francaise l (1924), 317-28 The Kela version of the Sunjata epic has attracted much
scholarly attention Vidal had aiready pubhshed a recordmj from Kela m 1924 In 1979 SCOA a
French-Mahan trade foundation, fmanced the recording of the Kela version of the Sunjata epic
The six hour recording has been pubhshed by M Ly Tall, S Camara, and B Dioura, L histoire du
Mande d après Jeh Kanku Madi Jabate de Kela (Paris, 1987), as well as m Seydou Camara, "La
Tradition orale en question conservation et transmission des traditions histonques au Manden Le
centre de Kela et l histoire de Mminjan," II (these pour Ie doctorat de l'EHESS, Paris, 1990)
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Most of the people of Mali consider Sunjata the founder of their society and his
empire a predecessor of the present-day republic of Mali 4
Moreover, many researchers (Dieterlen among them) believe that a Mande
creation myth is recited during the ceremony, some even hold the opmion that the
Kela gnots still preserve secret oral texts which they only recite m the
Kamabolon Therefore, because of the alleged plun-ethmc reumon as well as the
current status of the Kela gnots and the Sunjata epic as both a masterpiece of
Afncan oral literature and an important source for the study of West Afncan
history, the Kamabolon ceremony is an event of great importance for African
studies 5
I will argue that the ceremony represents a recreation of society The original
impetus is the Inauguration of an age group (kare\ but the entire ceremony repre-
sents a complex mteraction of vanous social processes, such as army orgamza-
tion, age group orgamzation, celebration of brave ancestors, and hereditary lead-
ership Dunng the ceremony, the old roof is taken off the Kamabolon, and then
society comes mto transition This Situation is represented as "hot," not because it
stirs emotions, but because society is remodeled, as m many other African
cultures, concepts and notions related to blacksmithmg are used in descnbing the
making of society During the penod of transition every group has to behave
perfectly, because the new society is being modeled A fear of making rmstakes
dunng the penod of transition explams the acts of violence that then take place
The restored Kamabolon represents the new society, in which the new age
group has been incorporated The performance of the Mansa Jigm is a necessary
act m order to "cool down" society, before it is "fixed" by the act of reroofmg
4 Cf David C Conrad, "A Town Called Dakajalan The Sunjata Tradition and the Question
of Ancient Mah's Capital," Journal of Afncan History 35 (1994), 355-77 The ceremony has
gamed a certam national poliücal interest In 1954 the famous pohtician Mamadou Konate
attended the ceremony, and hè compared his attendance with a trip back to his roots (De Ganay,
Le Sanctuaire 180-182) In 1989 a minister donated 6,000 FF to feed the guests, as I was told m
Kela Also m 1996 and 1997 state concern was clear In 1996 government officials visited Kela m
order to inform about the delay (mfra), and m 1997 Minister of Culture Bakan Koneba Traore
attended both a rehearsal of the Sunjata epic in Kela (see J Jansen,' The Sunjata Epic—The Ulti-
mate Version," forthcommg m Research m African Literalures (2000), and the reroofing of the
Kamabolon at Fnday afternoon, May 2 Moreover, President A O Konare donated 2 million F
CFA (20,000 FF) to the gnots m Kela The president also donated three tons of nee to the Keita
who orgamzed the ceremony These are obvious signs of "neo clientihsm" (cf C Fay, "La
democratie au Mali, ou Ie pouvoir en pature," Cahiers d'Etudes Afncames 137 (1995), 22)
Kangaba attraets also young Malians who are m search of their roots—see, for mstance, I S
Traore, ed , Kaaba (Bamako, 1994), the result of a project called "Le Caravane " A visit to the
Kamabolon has become an Obligation for scholars who work in the area For mstance, both
participants of the first SCOA conferences m the 1974 and the Second International Conference on
Mande Studies m 1993 visited the Kamabolon
5 Ralph A Austen, "The Problem of the Mande Creation Myth," paper presented at the
annual Afncan Studies Association conference, 1996, Raymond Mauny, "Notes bibho
graphiques," Bulletin de l'IFAN XXXV, B (1973), 759-60 Compare Ralph A Austen, "The
Histoncal Transformations of Genres Sunjata as Panegync, Folktale, Epic, and Novel," m
Austen, ed , In Search of Sunjata The Mande Epic as History, Literature and Performace
(Bloommgton, Ind, 1999)
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It is a widely assumed that participants put much effort mto the correct
execution of a ntual or ceremony In this case, however, I hold this presumption
to be incorrect participants focus merely on the correct execution of their own
role m the event This is what makes the Kamabolon ceremony so fearsome and
complex for the participants as soon as different social groups are involved, there
is no general master plan and all the participants are afraid to act mcorrectly or to
be accused of domg so Although the performance of the ceremony almost
dictates that the researcher descnbe the ceremony m a structural-functionalist
idiom, hè must always take mto account that the "harmonie" performance during
the ceremony itself is a fragile and temporary balance
In spite of the restnctions the mvestigations have been subject to—no
recordings during the ceremony, no questions about the ceremony—I think that I
am able to elaborate a new perspective on the ceremony's often-mentioned func-
tion as a marker of male age groups as well as to refute some of the populär myths
about the Kamabolon ceremony I will do so by relating my observations made
during the 1997 ceremony to descnptions of earher Kamabolon ceremonies by
such renowned French and Mahan researchers such as Germame Dieterlen,
Claude Meillassoux, Solange de Ganay, Youssouf Tata Cisse, Wa Kamissoko,
and Seydou Camara, and by explormg archival matenal that may shed light on
processes of transformation of the ceremony 6
My attendance at the 1997 Kamabolon ceremony was well prepared, since I
had conducted fieldwork for two years (between 1988 and 1997) among the
Diabate gnots (or traditional bards) of Kela My host in Kela, Lansine Diabate,
was kumatigi ("master of the word") during the ceremony, hè was thus the person
responsible for recitmg the Mansa Jigm
The Crucial Issue of the Translation of Key Concepts
Before I give a descnpüon of the 1997 ceremony, I will first present some expla-
nations for lts function and form I will argue that scholars often present different
translations of key notions, and that this is at the ongin of the variety m Interpre-
tation
One can discern two poles in the interpretations about the nature of the power
to which the Kamabolon is related One pole stresses the idea that power is
somethmg occult and rehgious, and that these dimensions will be revealed by a
senous study of texts, symbols, and graphic signs The other pole represents the
opimon that power is royal and pohtical Authors who adhere to this point of view
look for evidence m social pnnciples The first pole has been stressed by
researchers inspired and/or supervised by Marcel Gnaule, such as Germame
^ See Dieterlen, "Mythe et Organisation," and ' Note complementaire sur Ie sanctuaire de
Kaaba," and Claude Meillassoux "Les Ceremonies Septennales du Kamablon de Kaaba," both in
Journal de la Société des Afncamstes 38, 2 (1968), 185-88 and 173-82, S de Ganay, Le Sanc
tuaire Kama blon, Y T Cisse and W Kamissoko, La Grande geste du Mali, des origmes a la
fondaüon de l'empire (Paris, 1988), and Soundjata, la gloire du Mali (Paris, 1991), Y T Cisse,
La Confrerie des chasseurs Malmke et Bambara—Mythes rites et recits mitiatiques (Paris,
1994), Seydou Camara, "Conservaüon et transmission des traditions oiales au Mande" (these des
études approfondies, Paris, 1986), and "La Tradition orale en quesüon "
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Dieterlen, Solange de Ganay, and Youssouf Tata Cisse The second Interpretation
has been put forward by Claude Meülassoux and Seydou Camara
The "Gnaulians" pay much attention to texts that express symbohc mean-
mgs, and they link the Kamabolon to a set of sanctuanes expressmg a shared
System of belief of the peoples inhabitmg the Niger bend According to them,
good harvest, good fishing, and well-being of social life are all points of concern
during the ceremony Moreover, images of the world's creation are said to be
expressed m actions in relations to the water goddess Faro, and her earth twm
brother, the first blacksmith Ndoma Dym, who is the "owner" of the Kamabolon
Especially this last part, about the "gods," has been subject of cntique, since it
seems to have been mainly a research premise, or even a populär myth,7 m Kela I
have never heard references to water gods or a first blacksmith
The translation of some key notions is crucial to the Interpretation forwarded
by the Gnaule group In order to illustrate this, I will discuss three terms mansa,
bar a, and gundo
Mansa is generally translated äs "kmg," "ruler" or "ancestor " The
Gnaulians, however, often translate mansa as "God," "the divme pnnciple," or
"pnest-king,"8 although they never argue the choice for this translation, which has
an enormous impact on their analysis of the Kamabolon ceremony
The space on which the Kamabolon sanctuary stands is surrounded by a
hedge during the ceremony This space is called bara BailleuPs dictionary gives
"dancing place" as the translation of bara 9 Smce there is a lot of dancing dunng
the ceremony, "dancing place" is a plausible translation m this context However,
the Gnaulians use bara and bära for the space on which the ceremony is
performed They use vanous, changmg, and minor significations of both terms
According to Bailleul, bära also means "calabash," "a kind of fetish," and
"umbilicus " One can imagme to what kind of puns and translations an at-random
translation of this term might lead, a dancing place becomes sirmlar to a calabash,
an object related to sacrifices for the water deity Faro,10 which becomes similar to
umbilicus Thus the Kamabolon becomes the umbilical cord of the world, and the
first place created n
7 See Austen, "The Problem of the Mande Creation Myth "
8 I will give some examples on De Ganay out of many I collected from the Gnaulians De
Ganay (Le sanctuaire p 114) translates mansa as "Dieu" in the term mansa jigm (while C
Bailleul, Dictionnaire Bambara Franfais [Bamako, 1996], 270, gives "genealogie royale"), and
on p 140, n 143 as "prêtre-roi " Note that Bailleul, who was a Roman Catholic priest, does not
translate mansa as deity or God For other examples of mystifying translations, »ee De Ganay (Le
sanctuaire p 74) on sansaran mansa which is a bamboo element in a traditional roof as well as
on santoroko (a bamboo element m the top on the inside of a traditional hut—a typically Malinke
word that people loved to teach me), which she translates as "chose (culte, valeurs inhérentes au)
figuier céleste "
9 Bailleul, Dictwnnaire Bambara Francais, 25
10 Germaine Dieterlen, Essai sur la rehgwn Bambara [1951] (Brussells, 1988), Plate II b, D
Zahan, The Bambara (Leiden, 1974), Plate III2
1' In this context it may be mteresting to note that the Gnauhans worked with Interpreters
from north and east of Bamako Cisse, m turn, is a Bamana from San (cf Cisse and Kamissoko,
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Gundo is the third notion I will discuss here It means, undoubtedly, "secret"
Given such a meanmg, one must, however, observe m which semantic field a
concept like "secrecy" operates m the Mande world 12 A gundo is somethmg
many people may know, but which is not allowed to be stated in public, this will
lead to sanctions However, the Gnauhans translate gundo as "mystery," and in
domg so, they mystify the object of their study, which is turned mto a religieus
phenomenon that must be revealed by mformants with a lot of allegedly esotenc
knowledge 13
Research premises by the Gnaule group are also visible m the way they relate
the Kamabolon sanctuary to other sites De Ganay descnbes mneteen sacred spots
m Kangaba, and concludes that these undoubtedly represent the prestige of
Kangaba This argument may be questioned, since Mande villages used to be
filled with all kind of ntual sites 14 Lansine Diabate told me, m March 1997, that
his native vülage of Kela was füll of so-called sohdaw, sites for sacnfices, "They
were everywhere around you, whereever you looked " One may ask if all these
spots and rituals are part of one more or less closed system or ntual cycle, smce m
La Grande geste, 10), although hè wrote almost all his pubhcations about the Manmka, to which
the Bamana are closely connected on a hnguistic and cultural level Of course, my own knowledge
of Manmkakan is also deficiënt, but yet I think that this does not refute my cntique, which is
methodological, and not Imguisüc According to Alou Keita, linguïst at the University of Ouaga-
dougou), the words for dancing place and umbilicus are the same (in Djula) (personal commum-
cation Leiden, July 24, 1997) This shows how careful one must be when translating and inter
preting texts m Mande languages, smce prescriptions for pronunciations may be overruled by
locally bound hnguistic particularities
12 Cf B L Bellman, The Language of Secrecy—Symbols and Metaphors m Poro Ritual
(New Brunswick, NJ, 1984), C Zobel, Das Gewicht der Rede—Kulturelle Remterpretahon,
Geschichte und Vermittlung bei den Mande Westafrikas (Frankfurt am Main, 1997)
13 For mstance, see De Ganay, Le sanctuaire Kama blon, 68, see also the cntique in W E A
van Beek, "Dogon Restudied—A Field Evaluation of the Work of Marcel Gnaule," Current
Anthropology 32, 2 (1991), 139-65 In this respect, opmions about the paintings on the
Kamabolon are worth mentionmg Dieterlen is convmced that the 1954 pamüngs refer to ancient
traditional rehgious knowledge However, regardmg the 1961 and 1968 paintings she wntes that
they express national pnde (see G Dieterlen, "Note complémentaire") Thus, some knowledge
seems to have been lost or hidden Cisse and De Ganay (m De Ganay, Le sanctuaire, 201-203)
claim that the paintings are different every seven years, because they represent predictions related
to contemporary topics of discussion The 1975 performance was attended by Cisse (La confrerie
des chasseurs, 302) and De Ganay (Le Sanctuaire ), who analyze the 1975 paintings In the 1980s
the paintings on the Kamabolon changed igam The flags disappeared, and hunters' signs—such
as bows and arrows, and wild ammals—prevalled, and there was also room for a sun and a face
Cisse suggests that the pamtmgs of the Kamabolon can be hnked to a pamting practiced by hunters
called dyaruw, a group hè holds responsible for the ancient pamtmgs m grottos all over the Sudan
(See La confrerie, 19) Although I agree with Cisse that the pamtmgs must be analyzed m relaüon
to images about hunting, I think that his hypothesis on dyaruw is implausible, smce in the West
Afncan Sudan wall pamtmgs are /nade by women
Seydou Camara and I agreed that the 1997 paintings were more or less sirmlar to those made
in 1989 A minor difference was the picture of a leopard Camara told me that this picture was
ongmally a hippopotamus, but after some disapproval by the old men spots had been added m
order to make it look like a leopard The characteristics of a hippopotamus were yet clearly visible
14 De Ganay, Le sanctuaire Kama blon, Ch 4 Cf D N Keita and S Kouyaté, eds , Narena
pendant notre enfance (Narena, 1997) for the neighbonng village of Narena
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Mande areas every social group (including age groups, professional groups,
kinship groups, voluntary associations) had its own solida(w), or used the same
site in different contexts for different purposes.
An example of such a site with more than one group of "users" in Kangaba is
the Faragwè, the White Stones (pierres sacrées, m local French), on which
women perform an annual fertility ritual m June, and which function dunng the
Kamabolon ceremony as the site where the griots are welcomed and change
clothes, after having walked from Kela to Kangaba. In relation to the Kamabolon
ceremony, there are ritual functions for some sites on the bara, the immediate
surroundings of the Kamabolon: a grave and a water pit.15
On the basis of its physical appearance, it is tempting to consider the
Kamabolon to be the gatehouse of an ancient palace, thus linking it to kings'
rituals. Everywhere in West Africa sanctuaries in the form of gatehouses can be
found; these were often the sites where royal families venerated their ancestors.16
Although the Kamabolon is a gatehouse as well as being linked to power, it would
be reductionist to link it only to the person of the king or to royal power. Both the
Kamabolon and the king were representations of mechanisms that regulate soci-
ety; Mande kings and sanctuaries had no direct power over terntories or people
outside their own lineage and household, but both shaped individuals' behavior in
the public domain.17 In the immediate surroundings of Kangaba several other
gatehouse sanctuaries can be found; they all follow a cycle of seven year, thus
markmg the transition of age groups.18 Therefore, the Kamabolon is related in a
certain way to Komo sanctuaries, since the Komo is also related to the imtiation
of age groups, and in both ceremonies there is a role for the blacksmiths' idiom.19
The other pole of interpretation is represented by Meillassoux and Camara.
These authors don't base theii analysis on a religious Interpretation of key
15 In hterature about the Kamabolon the idea is often expressed that a sanctuary smular to
the Kamabolon ("Konnègèba" owned by the Camara earth chiefs) was related to the Kamabolon
as the earth chiefs counterpart, since it was said to be restored and reroofed—m silence—after the
Kamabolon ceremony However, it may be doubted if such a relation exists or has existed, since
Konnègèba was restored m 1996, although the restoration of the Kamabolon was postponed until
1997
16 Cf discussions in J Bazin, "Pnnces desarmés, corps dangereux Les rois-femmes de la
région de Segu," Cahiers d'Êtudes Africames 118-19 (1988), 1-67, and Meillassoux, "Les
Cérémonies Septennales "
17 For an alternative view of Mande kmgsnip, see S Buhnen, "Brothers, Chiefdoms and
Empires," Hntory in Africa 23 (1996), 111-20
18 Cf De Ganay, Le Sanctuaire Kama blon, 60ff The one m Kènyoro (west of Siby) is quite
well known, and discussed by De Ganay In 1994 it was reroofed for the last time dunng a cere-
mony that was not attended by many people, which lasted only one day, according to Information
from the village chief (whom I interviewed in February 1997) Other sanctuary gatehouses are said
to be in Degela (north of Kangaba) and Selefougou, according to Badigi Kouyate, a hunter from
Kangaba who is often consulted by scholars Mr. Kouyate told me that the reroofings of these two
sanctuaries were not great public events Leynaud (in De Ganay) mentions sanctuaries for Taboun,
Niènkèma, and Balanza m the early 1960s, but I neither saw sanctuaues nor heard about them
during research there m 1996 and 1997 Probably they disappeared long ago
19 cf p p je Moraes Fanas, "Pilgnmages to 'Pagan' Mecca," 155.
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notions, although Meillassoux claims the ceremony to be animist cult. Both
authors relate the Kamabolon ceremony to political and social organization.
Meillassoux stresses the relation between the ceremony and the segmentary
character of the region's political organization, and argues that the Kamabolon
ceremony expresses the fadenya ("rivalry among half-brothers") between the
Organizers of the ceremony and a nval Keita branch from Figuira who were
appointed by the French colonial regime as rulers of the Kangaba "canton" after
the French occupation of the territory at the end of the nineteenth Century, thus
replacing their rivals from Kangaba. Meillassoux notes the paradoxical position of
Kangaba's rulers as being the "youngest" branch among the descendants of
Sunjata, while the Keita of Figuira are an alleged older branch of the same family.
Thus, Meillassoux argues that the expression of group identity on canton level is
constitutive for the ceremony.20
Camara relates the ceremony to the organization of the army and to funeral
ceremonies, but does not elaborate these factors. After having attended the
Kamabolon ceremony, I consider Camara's insights of great importance. Probably
Camara has not worked fully out nis ideas, because many thmgs are self-evident
for him, smce hè is a Malinke from Bancoumana. Camara focuses on the Installa-
tion of the new male age group (karè) as the reason for the septenmal character of
the ceremony.21 The three youngest male age groups, Camara informs us, formed
the army in precolomal times, and thus the ceremony incorporates the new part of
the army as well as it designates the group which has to organize to next cere-
mony.22
Camara's remark becomes valuable in relation to the way how traditional
Malinke warfare was executed by an army divided in three divisions. An unpub-
lished nineteenth-century ethnography on Nyagassola (70 km west of Kangaba)
gives the foliowing Information:23
Pour s'emparer d'un tata, les Malinkés opèrents de la fagon suivante. Leur
troupe est toujours partagé en trois colonnes qui attaquent ä la fois Ie tata.
20 Meillassoux, "Les Cérémonies Septennales," 182, 180ff, 173
21 The Kamabolon ceremony is performed every seventh year before the ram season starts,
in the penod end of March—begmning of May, thus followmg a cycle well known m the West
Afncan Sudan See also H Labouret, "Les Mandmg et leur langue," Bulletin du Comité d'Etudes
Histonques et Scientifiques de l'Afnque Occidentale Frangaise, série A (l934), 93, who descnbes
a septenmal imtiation of age groups, and Keita and Kouyaté, eds Naréna pendant notre enfance,
11, 13, about the ceremony called "Sidaba"' "El Hadji Lammi Couhbaly dit 'Le grand baobab
Tous les sept ans, des sacnfices étaient faits au boabab Le groupe d'äge qui était chargé de faire
les sacnflces devait s'occuper de chercher les offrandes vaches, moutons, chèvres, dègè J'ai nioi-
même assisté ä cette cérémonie Le groupe d'äge de Nana Bala a été Ie dernier ä avoir organisé
cette cérémonie " D N Keita, one of the authors, told me that this must have been in the 1920s or
1930s
22 Camara, "La Tradition orale en question," 333ff
23 This text is entitled 'Notice histonque sur Ie cercle de Niagassola par M de L'Orza de
Reichenberg—1890"—catalogue number in the French National Archives is l G 166 It is signed
m Nyagasola at 19 September 1890 by "Ie Commandant du Cercle De L'Orza de Reichenberg " I
consulted the text at the CARAN (Centre d'Accueil et de Recherche des Archives Nationales) in
Paris, on microfilm "robme 200 mi 662 "
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Des que les guerners sont arrivés au pied du mur d'encemte ils se placent
entre deux creneaux Avec des pioches ils font dans Ie mur du tata des
trous pouvant livrer passage ä un homme
Moreover, it is worth noting that the Installation of a male age group and the
funeral of an important Keita share a conceptual framework A Mansa Jigm is
performed by the Kela gnots at the funeral of an important male Keita This was
for mstance the case m October 1993, at the funeral of the bolontigi, the "owner
of the Kamabolon," a function attnbuted to the classificatory oldest member of
the royal Keita from Kangaba When we were discussing this funeral in March
1997, Madu Diabate (born 1960) told me that no one is allowed to touch the body
of the bolontigi, before the Diabate have come m order to give their blessings He
also said "At his funeral the griots walk three times around his body, just as we
walk three times around the Kamabolon during the ceremony We perform the
entire Mansa Jigm, it lasts the whole mght"
The Age Group's Ritual Labor and the Calculation of the Date
I was in Kela long before the ceremony starled, and this proved to be fruitful
regarding the collection of data about planning of the ceremony as well as to the
age group's ntual labor
When I arrived m Kela on 4 March 1997,1 was told by several young men
that there would be a ceremony this year I did not beheve them, and thought that
they only wanted to console me with the fact that I had come for nothing in
1996 u The old Diabate, the people whom I lived with during my fieldwork,
refused to make guesses about the date of the Kamabolon ceremony, both in 1996
and m 1997 They said that the orgamzaüon was not their affair, and that they
waited until the Keita from Kangaba sent ten kola nuts with the request to perform
the Mansa Jigm This demonstrates how much they are aware of their role in the
ceremony, but don't bother about the ceremony in lts totahty' I went away for a
few weeks, but kept on hearing rumors about a ceremony wherever I came
When I returned to Kela on 18 March, I was told that the date of the cere-
mony was to be announced on Monday, 24 March That day all the young rnen of
the region were said to gather at the White Stones m order to announce the date
On 19 March, I went to Kangaba and saw that the site of the White Stones had
been cleared, grass and plants had been burned Moreover, the space around the
24 The ceremony should have been organized m 1996, but it was postponed for unclear
reasons Many authors tended to blame Islam, and more particularly nsmg fundamentahsm
(Wahhabism) for this delay (De Ganay, Le Sanctuaire, 66, 98, 200, and cover page, Jean Loup
Amselle, "Présentation," Cahiers d'Etudes Afncames XXXVI 4, 144 [1996], 590, Camara,
"Conservation et transmission des traditions " However, fundamentahsm is mamly an urban affair,
see J L Amselle, "Le Wahabisme ä Bamako [1945-1985] " Canadiern Journal ofAfrican Studies
19 (1985), 345-57 Personally, I thought that the mcreased scale of the ceremony's logistics were
the reason, see J Jansen, "Powerful Myths, Powerless Performers—The Non Performance of the
1996 Kamabolon Ceremony m Kangaba (Mah)," paper presented at the annual conference of the
Afncan Studies Associaüon, San Francisco, November 23-26, 1996, but after having attended the
1997 ceremony, I know that this hypothesis can't hold In retiospect I think that a conflict among
the otgamzers, probably among the age group that had to be mstalled, may have caused the delay
This reason was also mentioned in 1996
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Kamabolon had been swept clean, and stones had been added to the washi, the
site where the old men sit, next to the Kamabolon. I saw people were painting (in
salmon and terracotta colors) the mosque west of the Kamabolon. When I told
Lansine Diabate what I had seen, hè said that a royal grave had also been restored,
but I did not understand where it was.25
These acts of clearing and restoration are crucial to our understanding of the
Kamabolon ceremony, since they have been overlooked so far. Seydou Kamis-
soko (born 1972) from Kela told me, on April 14, 1997, that every age group in
Mande has to préparé its official Inauguration by restoring and cleaning the
village as ritual labor. He said that an age group is supposed to work on the land
together in order to earn the money necessary for restoration of buildings, in
particular the mosque. He said that his own age group had never been inaugu-
rated, since hè and his age mates had never fulfilled these obligations. Nowadays,
Seydou explained, groups of young men did not work together anymore on the
fields due to the vanishing of communal fïelds (they are being split up among the
individual members). Thus, although Seydou did not know what I had observed in
Kangaba in March, I concluded that the cleaning of Kangaba, and even the resto-
ration of Kangaba's mosque, was a necessary preparation to create the context for
a correct performance of the ceremony. (However, I don't have Information to
prove that the mosque's restoration was executed or financed by the young.)
Moreover, Radio Mande—which broadcasts from Kangaba—several times
invited all the young people (male and female) in the region to come to Kangaba
to participate in cleaning. It was added that all the visitors to the ceremony should
get a positive impression of the village. It must be noted these acts of cleaning and
restoration can be placed in a wider context: in southwestern Mali, huts are
restored in March-April, during the dry season. Then, young women restore walls
and clean compounds, and young men restore roofs. Restoration of buildings also
fits in the general pattern of recreating society (see below).
I was told several times that "all the young men of the region" were supposed
to participate to the ceremony. I heard people in Kela explaining to each other that
"eleven Keita villages" plus Kela participate. I did not have the opportunity to
note the names of these villages. However, this reflects the way influential
families in Mande—in this case the Kangaba Keita and families historically
attached to them—used to spread over a region during the process of creating new
villages. Regarding the ceremony, the origin of its participants shows that it is an
internal "Kangaba affair," and not ?uch a mega-reunion as Dieterlen wants us to
believe. On the other hand, it must be noted that not only Keita participate in the
ceremony, as the authors suggest; all the inhabitants of Kangaba do.
I spent the period March 24-26 in Sirakoro, the village where the ancestor of
the Diabate of Kela came from. Together with the Diabate of Sirakoro and a few
relatives, the Diabate of Kela restored the ancestor's grave. The Diabate told me
that this had been done for the last time in the 1940s, and they assured me that this
had nothing to do with the Kamabolon ceremony. When I mentioned the events in
25 Probably the one called "the grave of Mansa Sema" (next to the Kamabolon) mentioned
by De Ganay. See map of the bara m Dieterlen, "Mythe et Organisation sociale."
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Kangaba that day at Faragwè, l was told that the date was not announced, but
only the name of the new age group This appeared to be "Mögöyasi "26
After our return from Sirakoro, on Wednesday, March 26, at 5 30 p m ,
Lansme Diabate came to me and said "Woro tan nana" ("The ten kola nuts have
arnved") The kola nuts had been offered Wednesday mornmg by Bahmadi
Berete27 and accepted by old Kelabala Diabate, who had stayed in Kela because
he could not walk "Now," Lansme told me, "the point of no return has been
passed " One day later I was mformed, together with all those who had visited
Sirakoro, that the ceremony would be held from 28 April until 2 May28 It was
added that the ceremony actually should take place one week earlier, but it was
postponed due to the f act that the feast of Tabaski (the "sheep feast") was on 18
April, and this feast had to be celebrated first before the Kamabolon ceremony
could be orgamzed Immediately after this announcement a few dozen letters of
mvitation were wntten by old Diabate and taken to the post office
The analysis of the calculation of the timing of the Kamabolon ceremony has
suffered from a lack of Information, partially caused by the informants' silence on
this topic The 1997 ceremony gives some clues to this calculation First it is clear
that the Inauguration of age groups (karew) is at the basis of the ceremony The
gathering of the young man took place on the fourteenth day on a month of the
Islamic calendar, it comcided with a füll moon The ceremony itself should have
started at the next füll moon, but was postponed because of Tabaski This was, as
people said, comparable to the 1989 Situation when the ceremony was postponed
m order to celebrate it after Ramadhan Thus, Islam has an impact on the calcula-
tion of the date, Tabaski is a big social event Every farmly is occupied with its
preparation for weeks, seekmg money for clothes and a sheep Planning the
Kamabolon ceremony just after Tabaski would be logistically messy29
Thus, the ceremony follows a ntual calendar that starts with a meeting by the
age group on a füll moon in (the first half of) March The next füll moon must,
ideally, comcide with the beginning of the ceremony The week before the
Kamabolon's roof is lifted off, many preparations must take place, for instance
the surroundmg of the bara30 Moreover, the Diabate start the rehearsals of the
Sunjata epic a week before the roof is lifted off3I
26 The Mögöyasi is always mentioned last (cf De Ganay, Le sanctuaire, 123, Camara, "La
tradition," 323-33), and Camara explams that this is the name of the youngest group De Ganay
adds that the name of the age group of a young man is often the same as that of his grandfather
However, such a. fixed hst of seven stages is not descnbed by Meillassoux, "Les Cérémonies
Septennales," 176 Further research is necessary m order to determine how these cycles work and
how the labelmg is done For the moment, the data seem to contradict the modeis for Mahnke age
groups descnbed by Demse Paulme, Classes d'äge et associations d äge dn Afrique de l Ouest
(Paris, 1971)
27 Son of the famous N'Faly Berete, whose picture is in Johnson, The Epic o/Son Jara as
"pnest standing before the sacred hut m Kangaba," following p 83
28 On Fnday, April 11, the ceremony was announced on national television and radio
29 This calculation may be related to the delay of one year, smce Tabaski was "too late" m
1996 in order to guarantee that the ceremony would be held before the rains came
30 On Fnday April 4, at 9—9 30 a m , I saw about one hundred young men in Kangaba (most
of them teenagers) carrymg wood on their head to the bara Coming from the north where the
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Hot Issues: Violence and Social Change
The restoration of the Kamabolon is a fearsome experience for visitors as well as
participants. Many people in Kela had warned me not to go to Kangaba on
Monday, 28 April. When I arrived there on bicycle, several inhabitants warned
me not to wear red (bilen) cloth, although I wore a white shirt and blue jeans. I
planned to watch the activities in the bara from a distance. From far, I heard the
sound ofjembe drumming. When I approached the bara, southwest of the sanctu-
ary, I had a glance at the de-roofed Kamabolon, at a distance of about 100 meters.
A clear view was impossible due to the wooden hedge around the Kamabolon.
Hundreds of young men were mside, as guards, armed with long reeds.32 A few
were outside, with the same armature. I saw hundreds of attendees, all standing at
a distance of five meters from the hedge. When the guards noticed me, they
starled to yell, and I was chased away. Attendees shouted to me that I was
suspected of carrying audiovisual equipment in the bags on my bicycle.
Having arrived at a quieter place, I was informed that early that morning the
young had checked all the roof s and trees in Kangaba for hidden cameras. More-
over, little children had been chased away for wearing red objects; some had even
been beaten. I knew from wntten Information about the "hot" Situation in
Kangaba, but I had never reahzed how tense the atmosphere could be.331 was
amazed and shocked. Butterflies, flies, and chickens were chased away, because it
was believed that these ammals might be transformed human beings who would
try to enter the roofless Kamabolon.
The gravest act of aggression was, to me, the beating of a young man at
Friday mornmg May 2, on the last day of the ceremony. The man was transported
to the local hospital. He lost a great deal of blood and it was said that hè had died
before arrival at the hospital; it is generally believed that one cannot live after
having been beaten by guards during the ceremony. The victim was said to have
entered the Kamabolon invisibly—due to the help of a marabout. There hè did his
bush is, they walked two by two m line and deposited the wood m corners of the ceremonial space
About two hundred young people were already present, among them some jembe players and a
few dozen girls who were dancing, smgmg, and hand-clappmg Some young men were busy
transportmg a huge pile of garbage, with a donkey cart, not far from the Kamabolon A French
visitor to a Keita family m Kangaba told me 'hat on the evenmg of Wednesday, April 23, the offi-
cial activities were starled by a meeting at the bara during which the young people made music,
danced, and sang.
31 For a descnption of these rehearsals, see J Jansen, "The Sunjata Epic "
32 Cf De Ganay, Le sanctuaire, Plate II, picture 5
33 Everyone m Kangaba knows that "Ie commandant de Narena" was beaten for entering the
hedged area without permission (accordmg to Seydou Camara, this happened m 1968) De Ganay
(Le sanctuaire, 129, 132, 135) gives examples of acts of aggression towards people, ammals, or
natural phenonema (tornadoes are chased') Ouana Faran Camara, who teaches at the DNAFLA in
Bamako, told me (Bamako, May 3, 1997) that hè attended the ceremony "just after independence"
(= the 1961 performance) when hè was a schoolboy at Bancoumana, and that hè remembers that
the atmosphere was very peaceful. When I expressed my amazement about the violence to
colleagues at my department, some replied that violence often is an integrated part of ceremonies,
and that masks often act violently as well as create an atmosphere m which violence by the cere-
mony's participants is accepted
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Islamic rosary prayers, and he left the hut as a human bemg Several people have
wntten me afterwards that the victim is still ahve
Although Gnaule was allowed to take pictures m 1954, De Ganay's report
demonstrates that there were major problems m Gnaule's relations with the
Diabate of Kela The French researchers were sent away and De Ganay's assistant
Nyamablé Diarra was severely beaten for wearing a red hat34 In 1954 it might
still have been possible to make recordmgs, under the protection of the French
colomal administration In 1968 Meillassoux was allowed to take pictures dunng
the ceremony, but one of his research assistants was beaten 35 In 1982 Seydou
Camara's notes on the ceremony were taken away from him and destroyed
(personal communication) On the other hand, rumors about secret recordmgs of
the ceremony flounsh m present-day Bamako.36
People did not object to this violence at all "C'est bon pour la cérémonie," a
young man said to me Gendarmes did not interfere m this "local" affair, on
Wednesday, April 30, a senior officer of the gendarmerie told me that he would
never interfere with anythmg in Old Kangaba during the five days of the cere-
mony 37
34 De Ganay, Le Sanctuaire, 129
35 Meillassoux, "Les Cérémonies Septennales," note l, additional Information at the ISH,
Bamako
36 In this context of mcreasmg tension and aggression the presence of an ORTM (Mahan
television) film team m Kangaba and Kela durmg the pieparations for the ceremony is noteworthy
Kangaba's village chief had given this team permission to record the ceremony, I was told (Some
say this permission by the chief had been broadcast) After having received permission from the
village chief, the team, headed by a Mr Soumano, went to Kela The Diabate refused permission
to record their words Quite disappomted the team returned to Kangaba Then, the young had
forbidden Mr Soumano to make recordmgs They argued that he had never asked their permis-
sion A few days later I heard that Mr Soumano had no permission to film the Kamabolon without
roof, but was allowed to film the restored Kamabolon Fnday evemng, after the ceremony my best
fnend m Kela, Dämon Diabate, asked me "Have you seen that Soumano starled to film immedi-
ately after the reroofing of the Kamabolon He has been very lucky " "What do you mean?" I
asked, "Did he have the luck to film the Kamabolon''" "No, he was lucky, because he has not been
killed "
37Another remarkable act of aggression was the burnmg down of the Kamabolon, two weeks
after the reroofing The roof was burned down almost completely, but restored by the population
It appeared that four mhabitants of Kangaba were responsible, among them a young Keita whose
father was a bolontigi Two of the four were arrested by the gendarmes, who were assisted by
gendarmes from Bamako, two others managed to flee The local population wanted to kill them,
but the gendarmes protected them by transporting them to Bamako This is a remarkable Situation,
smce civil servants had not mterfered when the young man was beaten dunng the ceremony
This was not the first time that the Kamabolon was burned down In the mid-1980s it was
burned by a lunatic and rebuilt the very quickly The fire in the 1980s has been commumcated to
me by Marja de Jong, a Dutch woman who worked in Kangaba from 1982 until 1989, and Ouana
Faran Camara The latter said that a lunatic was caught, but not pumshed Camara informs us ("La
tradition," p 332) that the official reroofing is done with matenal not available (anymore' due to
ecological detenoriazation9) in the immediate surroundings of Kangaba If this is true, the quick
reroofing is done with unofficial materials, smce Mr Camara told me that the reroofing m the
1980s was done on the day after the burnmg "That day, outsiders (étrangers) hke me were not
permitted to approach the bara," he added
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One hour after my first visit to the bara, I was convinced to return. I went
without any luggage and, indeed, was allowed to watch the spectacle without any
problem from 11 a.m. until noon. I heard jembe drumming and saw some old
people visiting the hedged area; I noticed that tension clearly decreased. For
instance, at 11 a.m. a school child with a red sack was sent (not chased) away, but
at noon I saw a little boy with red trousers strolling around near the hedge. At
noon, people left the area for lunch, and I decided to return to Kela. There, every-
one was much relieved that I had returned safely.
The relation between violence and ritual is a universal phenomenon, and
therefore the violence during the ceremony cannot be considered to be a coinci-
dence or peripheral. I will elaborate the idea that the ceremony represents a
process of social transition in which violence is temporarily inevitable.
I start by presenting an often-used notion in the description of social
processes in Mande worldview. This notion is "heat." When discussing the status
of blacksmiths in Mande society, McNaughton writes:
Both hunters and blacksmiths are associated with concepts of heat, in the
Mande sense of staggering accumulations of power and the imbalance of
aggressive action. Thus a favorite line in hunters' epic poems says that
when great hunters die, "The world has cooled off...."38
However, heat is featured not only in the discourse of hunters and blacksmiths; it
is also, in Mande and in many other African cultures, a notion used to describe
processes of modeling society. An often-sung line in praise songs for Sunjata is
"Mande bugu sumayalen"—"Mande has cooled off." It means that the world has
got a fixed organization, after Sunjata became ruler of Mande. One sees a differ-
ent perspective between a hunter, who is active in the bush, and the ruler, who is
active in the civilized world. The death of a hunter undermines the mobility of the
wilderness, and thus "cooling off' is negatively valued, while the installation of a
ruler brings stability in the village, and therefore "cooling off' is valued posi-
tively.
Heat is a notion of ten mentioned in relation to funerals, which I heard several
times being described as ko kalamanw (lit, "hot issues") or, in French, "C'est
chaud." Funerals are hot because they are processes of social transition. Funeral
ceremonies have often been analyzed as ceremonies expressing relations with the
deceased and the ancestors, but—as far as Mande is concerned—I argue that they
are at least as much related to the formation of the new social hierarchy. This is, at
least, a social function of the fortieth-day ceremony (tile binaanï) within the cycle
of funeral ceremonies; this ceremony is performed only for important people
whose death has a serious impact on the social organization.
"Hot" was also the term the participants of the Kamabolon ceremony used to
describe the events during the ceremony. The hot Situation starled as soon as the
Kamabolon's old roof was lifted (Monday morning, April 28) until the new roof
was put on top of the sanctuary (Friday afternoon, May 2).
38 Patrick McNaughton, The Mande Blacksmiths: Knowledge, Power, and Art in West Africa
(Bloomington, Ind., 1988), 71.
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Heat is related to pollution, and pollution to transition39 This explams why
Kangaba must be cleaned—by the young people—before the Kamabolon can be
de-roofed The prohibition on the color red is also significant in this respect Red
is associated with heat, blood, activity and "progress," and with power 40
Words are also related to heat m Mande worldview Just as blacksmiths do,
their counterparts as "casted artisans" (or nyamakald) the gnots (jehw) master the
craft to transform hot thmgs into cold and vice versa, within the borders of the
village 41 The power to heat and to cool down mtrmsic to the spoken word is the
reason why the Diabate did not talk either to strangers or to others m Kangaba
during the ceremony, with the exception of some short gieetings The only person
allowed to speak was kumatigi Lansme Diabate 42 The notion of heat explains the
sirmlarity between the function of the gnots' words spoken dunng the Kamabolon
ceremony as well as those spoken dunng a funeral of the man classified as the
oldest Keita, the "owner of the Kamabolon " Both mediate a penod of social tran-
sition
In sum, although the ceremony was "hot," objects that represented similar
notions (words, the color red, garbage) were excluded It is clear that society is m
transition, or impure,43 or "in progress" as De Ganay wntes, during the penod the
roof is not on top of the Kamabolon Therefore, other hot issues must be kept
away from society as it is represented by the Kamabolon
The Kamabolon is a "recreation" of society, and more than a "regulation "
First, society comes into disorder when the old roof is hfted off, and dunng five
days a new society is created The Gnauhans were right to mention "recreation,"
although they wrongly described this re-creation in terms of a rehgious process
Camara's remarks on the army in precolomal times, in combination with archival
data, give reason to connect the ceremony to the internal social orgamzation of the
once-powerful city-state/kingdom of Kangaba The army's role is corroborated by
the often-sung incantation during the ceremony, and—of course—by the Sunjata
epic, which represents a role model for heroic behavior as well as a status claim
for Kangaba's political status in relation to nvals **
39 Stephan Buhnen, personal communication, July 2, 1997 Buhnen wrote also m an e-mail
on this topic "In Senegambia and the Western Sudan the colour red is associated with ego, agita
tion, aggression, war When receivmg a stranger, you would never offer him a red kola nut, but
always a white one, which symbohzes peace " On red kola nuts, see also Dieterlen, Essai sur la
rehgion Bambara, 240 ss
40 De Ganay, Le Sanctuture, 183
41 This is a major difference between hunters and nyamakalaw, cf J Jansen, "Afnca, West
Central The Mande World," Encyclopedia of Politics and Religion (Washington, 1998), see also
DavidC Conrad and B F Frank, eds , Status and Identity m West Afnca Nyamakalaw of Mande
(Bloommgton, Ind, 1995)
42 See also De Ganay, Le Sanctuaire Kama, 149, S(ory) Camara, Gens de la Parole (La
Haye, 1976), C S Bird, M Kendall, and K Tera, "Etymologies of Nyamakala," m Conrad and
Frank, eds , Status and Identity in West Afnca, 36-45
43 Pure Keita descent is proven dunng the restoration of the walls and the hftmg of the new
roof, see Dieterlen, "Mythe et Organisation sociale "
44 See below, and Appendix in Jansen, "The Sunjata Epic", J Jansen, "The Younger
Brother "
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The ceremony will decide on someone's social status for the next se ven
years, or even for the rest of bis hfe Therefore, if an mchvidual threatens the
future status of your group, sanctions are severe and immediate because the
normal prescnptions of punishment are not at work Therefore, every mdividual is
"obsessed" by playmg his or her role correctly during the five days of heat, since
a new status has to be acquired
The Night Before the Reroofïng
I will now descnbe the last two days from the perspective of my hosts, the
Diabate gnots from Kela In domg so, I will add new matenal to previous
research on the Kamabolon, since there is hardly any Information on what
happens durmg the mght during which the Mansa Jigm is recited After my safe
return to Kela on Monday, April 28, I had to promise my hosts not to visit
Kangaba again before Thursday afternoon, when the Diabate go to Kangaba to
recite the Mansa Jigm From what I heard from other European and Malian visi-
tors to the ceremony, the proceedings m Kangaba were sirmlar to those descnbed
by De Ganay, Dieterlen, and Meillassoux 45
Some preparations m Kela are noteworthy First, there were two "fetish
meals" for everyone, male and female, family and visitor On Wednesday after-
noon the roof on the gatehouse to the compound ofjehkuntigi (chief of the gnots,
the classificatory oldest male Diabate) Mambi Diabate was restored This event
had no official character On Thursday mornmg, a magie potion—of rotten leaves
and twigs—was prepared and distnbuted by Lansme, and we all washed ourselves
with it Many visitors kept a little bit aside to take home And, last but not least,
there had been three rehearsals of the Mansa Jigm, which showed me that the
Mansa Jigm is sirmlar to the Sunjata epic as we know it, but then embelhshed
with a lot of fasaw (traditional praise songs)46
On Thursday, May l, at 2 30 p m, the guests (about twenty people, among
them three from Europe and many from Bamako) were brought to Kangaba by
means of a pick-up truck47 When we arnved at the bar a, Lansme Diabate's
brother Fantamadi brought us to a shed, about twenty-five meters from the
Kamabolon No one said a word, the audience gazed at us It appeared that seats
45 Remarkable is the Information that only two Keita girls were determmed to be "pure
Keita " Before they start to piaster the sanc'uary, all young Keita women must throw mud at the
wall If the mud does not fall, pure descent has been proven The fact that only two girls were
"pure" turned the 1997 plastering into an event that took much time This ' crepissage" is always
very problematic, in 1954 it was done twice (De Ganay, Le sanctuaire, 132)
46 For descnptions of these reheajfsals, see Jansen, "The Sunjata Epic "
47 My descnptions of the next forty-eight hours have been based on an account wntten on
Saturday May 3, the day after the reroofing Literature says that many gnots stay in Kela, m the
penod before the ceremony, in order to learn to tradition (i f Johnson, The Epic o/Son Jam, 25),
but I did not find this idea confirmed in 1997 Many visitors to the ceremony came from Bamako
by car Thursday mght or Friday mornmg and returned Fnday afternoon after the reroofing had
been finished I would guess there were a few hundred, most of them close fnends or relaüves
Thus the stones about huge reumons of families (Dieterlen, "Mythe et Organisation") and the
immense logistic problems to feed and mstruct them (Jansen, "Powerful Myths") have not been
confirmed by my observations
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under this shed had been reserved for "the guests of Kela " There were about 150
seats in total, the rest of the circa 2,000 attendees had to stand Our luggage was
checked several times, any kind of recordmg was prohibited
Young girls with uncovered breasts and a tmy strip of cotton around their
head were just leaving the bara 48 At the exit, many of them immediately covered
their breasts Then, I heard jembe drumming, and, after a while, saw young men
dancing The jembe players made a tour m the bara, followed by enthusiastic
male dancers, who were applauded by the audience
In the meantime, the gnots were marchmg from Kela to the White Stones, on
the "old road," nowadays a path used by cyclists and pedestrians This is about
five kilometers Fodekaba Diabate (born 1960) told me about this trajectory
The gnots amve and sit down on the southern part of the White Stones
The Keita are already waitmg for them on the northern part Then the
Berete mtermediary offers water to the Diabate, and invites them to speak
at the ceremony Then they change clothes and go to the Kamabolon in
procession, headed by Berete who carnes a lance No one is allowed to
cross the road the Diabate walk on 49
About 5 30 p m the people hushed, and the spouses of the Diabate together
with some young male Diabate entered the bara They seated themselves agamst
the hedge, at the northern side There were some first-born sons among the young
men, while several second-born sons had not yet showed up This shows mat the
Diabate select participants not solely on criteria as age and hereditary nghts
Since I know the young Diabate individually, I saw immediately that the more
clever young men had yet to come
Then at 6 00 p m the hundreds of attendees became completely silent Fiom
far off, I heard the smging of an incantation that starts with Dibi kelen ("It is
gettmg dark"), a praise for the dead which it is forbidden to record, and which the
Diabate sing only durmg a Mansa Jigm performance 50 I had heard this incanta-
tion often during the rehearsals of the Mansa Jigm in Kela Madu Diabate (born
1960) told me m March 1997 that the Diabate start to smg only at the moment
when they pass a bridge, crossing a small stream that separates Old Kangaba from
lts adjoming neighborhood This bridge is about 100 meters from the bara
Between 6 00 and 6 30 p m , about fifty male Diabate appeared 51 They
formed an east-west line at a southern entrance of the bara, looking to the north,
48 Cf photo m Meillassoux, "Les Cérémonies Septennales," following p 178
49 See a similar descnption m De Ganay, Le Sanctumre Kama blon According to De Ganay,
a "war chief song" is sung at the moment the Diabate meet the Keita at the Faragwè In 1997 such
a recordmg would have been impossible, since it was forbidden for the "official guests' to attend
this meeting For De Ganay the same conditions were at work (see p 138), but she does not
explam how she solved this "techmcal" problem
50 For the text, see Appendix in Jansen,' The Sunjata Epic "
51 I counted between forty-eight and fifty male Diabate (De Ganay claims that there used to
be twenty eight but that this custom was changed after 1954, Le Sanctuaire 137, 140) The
Diabate walked in line accordmg to classificatory age first El Haji Mamadi and "Yamuducinm,'
followed by their classificatory brothers El Haji Yamudu, Sokemadi, and kumatigi Lansme
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and repeated this action. They entered the bara, walked to the space between the
mosque and the Kamabolon, and, facing east, they repeated the "Dibi incanta-
tion." Then they walked in line, still headed by Berete, a few times around the
Kamabolon.52 The next fifteen minutes one of the oldest men, "Yamuducinin"
Diabate, stopped and starled the Dibi incantation about a dozen times, accompa-
nied by the other Diabate. When they walked, kumatigi Lansine Diabate recited
well-known praise lines.53 Sometimes Lansine's classificatory younger brothers
Fantamadi or Mussa took over for less than a minute. During this performance
vanous "circles" were walked, around the water pit, the new roof—which stood
ten meters west of the Kamabolon—and around the roofless Kamabolon, or
around some combination of them. Then the bara was left at the northern
entrance, and the Diabate proceeded to the houses of their hosts, while Lansine
was still reciting. Outside the bara the Dibi incantation was repeated once again.
The pattern is clear: the Dibi incantation, a praise for the dead, is sung commun-
ally while standing still, and the kumatigi recites praise lines, an exhortation to
heroic behavior, when the group walks.
The group of Diabate was headed by the old Berete, who carried the lance.
Last in line was Kunba Diabate, the "doyenne" of the Diabate women.54 The men
were all dressed properly but not luxuriously; Lansine Diabate told me that
ostentatious clothing was forbidden during the performance. Many of the Diabate
under the age of fifty wore a traditional light brown cotton hat. Moreover, most of
them had a small "stick" in their mouths.55
At 10:00 p.m., after dinner, the tour in the bara was performed again. Then
Lansine and many others (impossible to see exactly by moonlight) entered the
Kamabolon.56 The bara, especially the washi, was already populated with many
men, young and old, plus the wives of the Diabate.
Diabate Kelabala had died on April 19, and Mambi Diabate, the gnots' chief, did not participate,
probably because hè can hardly walk—hè is a leper Moreover, this man with a very gentle and
sympathetic character is often excluded from formal activities, since the other Diabate consider
him to be too weak, both mentally and physically I knew almost all the participating Diabate
personally, with the exception of a few relatives from Bouaké (Cöte d'Ivoire) who had arrived a
few days before the ceremony The last male jn line was Lansme's second son Damon Diabate
This is a remarkable choice, because his first son Brehman had been passed over A few Diabate
played acoustic guitar, some others the ngom, the traditional Mande plucked lute.
52 El Haji Yamudu abstamed from walkmg around the sacred spots, but hè jomed his broth-
ers m the rest of the procession His argument was that some who walked around the Ka'aba m
Mecca is not allowed anymore to walk iround the Kamabolon (cf Camara, "Conservation"). This
argument does not seem to have botheied his classificatory older brother El Haji Mamadi
53 See PAN-records, "An Bé Kelen / Gnot Music from Mali" (CD 2015, Leiden, 1994), for
recitations of these texts by Lansir.e Diabate
54 See also Meillassoux, "Les Cérémonies Septennales.," 177
55 The hat resembled that shown in Dieterlen, Essai sur la rehgion Bambara, 130-31, see
also Dieterlen, "Mythe et Organisation sociale," 68 On the stick, cf the "frotte-dents" mentioned
by De Ganay, Le Sanctuaire Kama blon, 173, 140
56 De Ganay (Le Sanctuaire, 152) wntes that they walk backwards into the Kamabolon, but
m 1997 this was not the case
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Recitation starled then, but the "visitors" (that is, those outside the bard)
could hardly hear Lansme's voice, m spite of the fact that the attendees were very
silent All the sung parts, however, could be heard well Many attendees went
home before midnight However, at that time many words could be heard outside
the Kamabolon, smce people starled to donate money Most of these people were
seated mside the bara, but some gifts came from people outside Almost every
donation was 500 francs CFA, a small amount of money that everyone can afford
to donate The money was received by someone at the entrance of the
Kamabolon, who shouted the amount of money, and the name of the giver with
the addition "so that you will give him blessmgs " These money donations were m
form similar to those made durmg the rehearsals, but lasted much longer, almost
non-stop until 2 30 a m
Between 10 00 p m and 2 30 a m I "caught" many words A few times the
Dibi incantation was sung inside the Kamabolon Moreover, sometimes the
Diabate sang praise lines Kunba Diabate was seated at the entrance of the
Kamabolon, and now and then she yelled a blessing to the Diabate In the begin-
ning of the evenmg, Madu Diabate gave a recitation of an Arab text A few times
during the night (not more than six times), I heard the slow beaüng of a drum
This was also observed at the afternoon during the 1954 ceremony 57 However, its
meaning was not clear to me Partially thanks to Seydou Camara, who sat next to
me, I got an Impression of the stones recited by Lansme Between 10 30 p m and
midnight Seydou Camara heard two things first the name of Adam, and much
later (after a Dibi incantation) the words "Adam, Eve and their children " Por me
this shows that Lansme was reciting a cycle hè had recited in my presence on
April 3, the product of the fusion between knowledge about the Koran and
regional/Mande stereotypes of heroic behavior58 This story had not been part of
the rehearsals of the Mama Jigm
At 2 30 a m the Diabate came out of the Kamabolon This action had never
been mentioned m previous accounts of the ceremony, although it seemed to me a
"standard procedure " In line they walked around the Kamabolon, and Lansme
recited praise lines Agam they made some tours inside the bara, and sometimes
they stopped to sing a Dibi incantation, always at a sign by "Yamuducimn" who
starled smgmg Having done this, they re-entered m the sanctuary At that time
there were only a few dozen of people left outside the hedge Most of them were
asleep, and so were most of the people inside the bara
Between 2 30 and 3 30 am , I twice captured some of Lansme's words,
which showed me that the recitation of the Sunjata epic had just begun At a
certam moment, after quite a while, I heard that Lanfia Diabate started to sing "ƒ
bara kala ta," the well-known refram of the famous praise song for Sunjata
Other people jomed Lanfia This showed me that the story had "arnved" beyond
halfway 59 I was very tired then, and not able to concentrate well, but clearly
remember that I was astomshed that the Diabate had already arrived at that point
57 Ibid, 129
58 For an elaborate descnption, see Jansen, "The Sunjata Epic "
59 Cf line 462 m J Jansen, E Dumtjer, and B Tamboura, L Epopee de Sunjara d'après
Lansme Diabate de Kela (Leiden, 1995)
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of the epic, smce it had taken about five hours to reach that pomt during the
rehearsals I also remember that I reflected about which part must have been
skipped, and concluded that at least part of the exile must have been summa-
nzed 60
Thus it seems that the Diabate were m a hurry to finish the epic—the stories
about Adam and Eve plus the money donations had taken so much time that there
was not enough time left to teil the epic in an "appropnate" way The rehearsals
that I had attended in the penod preceding the ceremony had proven that a live
performance of the Sunjata epic takes about seven hours Just as m 1954, it looked
like the performance had fallen victim to lack of time61
I vaguely remember that between 3 30 and 5 30 a m the Diabate had come
out of the hut once more, for walkmg and singmg At 5 30 a m, at first daylight,
some of the participants came out of the Kamabolon I recovered a bit from my
sleep, and I heard Mamadi Diabate startmg to sing inside the Kamabolon ajanjo,
followed by a change of melody The janjo is the praise song for the hero Fakoli,
the ancestor of the Dumbaya Mamadi sang the janjo for about ten minutes At
6 15 a m all the Diabate came out of the Kamabolon Again praise lines were
recited, and the Dibi mcantation was sung All the people looked very tired, and
Lansme could hardly speak any more
The Mansa Jigm in the ceremomal context, the source of so many populär
myths on secrets knowledge, may be so much "worse" (that is, less attracüve
from Western hterary Standards), smce at that very moment m the ceremony the
text does matter less than correct behavior Durmg the rehearsals m Kela, a
correct text is required, and the kumatigi is checked and corrected by older men
The rehearsals are an internal affair, no one is mvited, although accidental visitors
are not sent away However, the recitation durmg the ceremony is an affair in
which relations with outsiders are estabhshed The Diabate of Kela are mvited as
spokesmen of the real truth, and thus their words are not subject of discussion any
more, but their behavior is what matters Therefore, the text becomes a side-issue,
and completeness is not a prerequisite for the correct performance of their part m
the ceremony
The Last Day
On Fnday mormng the fabncation of the new roof was finished, by putting some
objects on top The construction of the roof was checked thoroughly This event
was attended by many people, but not by the masses Then the Diabate and their
60 See also Jansen, "The Sunjata Epic " For a different opmion regarding the words told
inside the Kamabolon, see De Ganay, Le sanctuaire For a cntique on her pomt of view, see
W E A van Beek and J Jansen, "La Mission Gnaule ä Kangaba (Mali) en 1954," forthcoming m
Cahiers d'Etudes Afncames
61 See De Ganay, Le Sahctucure, 171-72 De Ganay explams that the ceremony was said to
have starled one hour late due to the team of French anthropologists who were present to make
recordings However, m 1997 the night performance started also at 10 00 p m , although there was
no sign of delay Moreover, a füll performance should take eight hours, and the gnots had only
four when they started the Sunjata epic, therefore one hour's delay is not enough to explam the
"abndging" of the Sunjata epic
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guests had an abundant meal, offered by their Keita hosts, from noon until about
2 00 p m Still the Diabate restncted communication with outsiders to a minimum
The old men went to the mosque, while many young made their prayers at home
At 2 30 p m the visitors all were ordered to go to the shed m order to find a place
to altend the act of reroofmg
At that time there were hardly any seats left for the guests mvited Politicians,
ambassadors, civil servants, scholars, and many others had responded to an mvi-
tation 62 People were chattmg until the moment the Diabate came, singmg and
recitmg the same things as the day before Agam they made several tours inside
the bara, around the new roof Then, suddenly, the Diabate stepped aside, leaving
Lansme alone next to the new roof Immediately, a few dozen young men ran to
the roof Lansme recited praise Imes, and then the roof moved upwards, it is
generally beheved that the words of the kumatigi make the roof jump on the
sanctuary This was a moment of extreme tension and silence
The roof "went" to the Kamabolon, and arrived on the right spot on top of it,
withm five minutes 63 At that moment, the audience and the participants starled to
applaud and shout Many attendees crossed the hedge m order to touch the new
roof, smce it is beheved that bnngs blessmgs The guests under the shed were all
mvited to touch the roof, and so they did
A few minutes later, dozens of young people started to run out of the bara,
mto the village They shouted "Mögoyasi, Mögöyasi, Mögèyasi," the name of
their age group Then it appeared to be over I did not observe speeches by old
men in order to thank each other641 walked back to Kela, and was passed by cars
that brought the old Diabate back home to Kela The old men waved enthusiasti-
cally to me This assured me that everything had gone back to normal, the world
had cooled off At night Lansme—who could hardly speak any more—was
congratulated by several people for having executed the reroofmg so successfully
Many acts of the ceremomal process, such as the quick reroofmg, are considered
to say somethmg about the state of society 65
Exploring Historica! Processes: The Kamabolon Ceremony 1880-1997
My own contnbution thus far is related to the contextuahzation of the ceremony
m a broader context, that is, the Mande worldview Now I will examine the
ceremony's historical dynarmcs Regarding the ceremomal process, I have not
been able to find a structural transformation m the penod 1954-1997 As I
explamed m the first section, the differences in Interpretation of the ceremony
62 Minister of Culture Bakari Kone Traoie came too late, just after the Kamabolon had been
reroofed Thus, one does not walt for a minister, as some might have expected
63 Camara observed that it took much time in 1982 to put the roof on top of the hut Camara
wntes that the roof allegedly refused to be hfted, because there were "bastards" among the young
Keita who put the roof on top (Camara, "Conservation")
64 Cf De Ganay, Le Sanctumre, Meillassoux, "Les Cérémonies Septennales "
65 Recently Kangaba has gölten electricity, telephone, a radio station, and tap water facihties
A road will be constructed soon Indeed, the people of Kangaba have not much to complam about
economie development
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depend to a great extent on hè translations induced by various research premises;
all the authors agree about the ceremonial actions.
Smce there is no archival Information on the ceremony,66 I will now explore
the dynamics of the ceremony through sources that are "evidence in spite of
itself." These sources hint to some minor transformations in the ceremonial
process.
First, I see a line of change in relation to the space in which the ceremony
takes place. Due to measures taken by the French administration at the end of the
nineteenth Century, some members of the ruling Keita family of Kangaba were
sent into exile.67 The Kangaba-Keita had their property confiscated, and have
never been able to regain their former wealth.68
The Kangaba Keita were replaced by an older branch of their "family" who
lived in Figira, a village not far from Kangaba, but on the nght bank of the river
Niger.69 The Figira Keita moved to Kangaba in order to improve their commum-
cation with the French. From this family the "chef de canton" (jamanatigï) was
chosen until 1951, when the Kangaba region and the Figira region were split up
into two separate cantons due to the internal rivalry within the Figira branch as a
result of the struggle over former canton chief Fajuimba's politica! heritage.70
A large group of Figira Keita, however, remained living in Kangaba "beyond
the stream" (supra), where Fajuimba had built a "palace." Although the Figira
Keita and the Kangaba Keita often collaborate with each other, there is always a
sense of rivalry between them. This rivalry is inevitably expressed during the
66 Austen, "The Problem of the Mande Creaüon Myth," plus personal expenence
67 Descnbed in E. Leynaud and Y. Cissé, Paysans Mahnke du Haut Niger (Bamako, 1978),
Camara, "La Tradition orale en quesüon", Jansen, "The Younger Brother and the Stranger "
68 Camara, "La Tradition orale en quesüon," II.
69 The French "reorgamzation" may have been a mistake, although it was inspired by a
sincere wish to reconstruct the mdigenous society as it used to be I have argued that this position
of "youngest brother" is a status and not necessarily an expression of real kinship lies The status
of "branch descendant from the youngest brother" represents leadership of the communal army m
times of (temporary) collaboration between two more-or-less independent kmgdoms (Jansen,
"Younger Brother").
70 Fajuimba (Sanuge Gmba) Keita was a very mfluential "chef de canton" who served from
1923 until 1947. For "embellished" Information on Fajuimba, see I. S. Traoré, ed, Kaaba
(Bamako, 1994), 73-78. The French admmistrators had liked Fajuimba very much, hè was one of
the six rulers in the French Sudan mvited lo the "Exposition Internationale" of 1931 in France See
the report of 1931 m Archives Nationales du Mali ä Koulouba [ANMK], Fonds Récents [FR], 1-
E-70, "Rapports politiques et rapporti de tournees, cercle de Bamako 1921-1944." In the late
1940s the Figira group suffered from rivalry between the faction of Canton Chief Nambougary
Keita and that of Mandébougary Keita, who had worked with the French and accumulated some
wealth He protested agamst the French colomal System, especially against forced labor The
French admimstrator (probably ?. Pourcel) called this "homme au tracteur" "un gaté" (see Rapport
4, Kangaba—1954) The relationship between Nambougary and Kamory Keita, canton chief of the
new canton Minmyan (= Kangaba plus adjoming villages), was good, according the same source
(ANMK, FR l-E-20 Rapports politiques et rapports de tournees, subdivision de Kangaba) After
1951, and especially around 1954, the politica! climate in Kangaba was "fmalement tranquille"
(from the French perspective) after many years of unrest (see ANMK, l-E-7. Rapports politiques
et rapports de tournees, cercle de Bamako 1950—1958)
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Kamabolon ceremony When marchmg from the White Stones to the bara, the
Diabate of Kela must pass Fajuimba's palace m silence Then, at the bridge, 100
meters after the passing of the palace, the mcantation is starled This may be an
old custom, but history has turned it mto an expression of nvalry
The silent march may be a part of the ceremony that has been added quite
recently Archival matenal suggests that the Diabate may have settled m Kela
relatively recently, although this is not imagined in local oral traditions Lansine
Diabate showed me the site—m Old Kangaba—where the Diabate used to live,
nowadays it is inhabited by a Camara family The Diabate claim to have come
from Sirakoro (not far from Figira) to Kangaba and then moved to Kela
The Diabate say that they settled in Kela seven generaüons ago, but I thmk it
happened more recently Accordmg to the French colomal admmistrator Galliern,
Kela was a hamlet, "un petit village facile ä conduire" m the 1880s 71 In 1904
"Kila" had 390 inhabitants and a certain Bala Diawara as its village chief72
Nowadays the Haidara hold the position of village chief People m Kela say,
mdeed, that the village chief used to be a Konate or a Diawara, but they have only
a vague idea when it changed, some say that the French wanted a member of the
biggest family to be the village chief
In the 1920s Kela was already a center of traditional learmng, and m 1924 it
was, in population size, the third village of the canton (out of 27 villages), it had
1006 inhabitants—only Kangaba and Figira had more (2,986 and 1,939 inhabi-
tants, respectively)73 On October 6, 1943, a French admmistrator descnbed Kela
succmctly "Kela Village des Haidara, nombreux marabouteux et dioulas Doit
être toujours surveillé "74
What a difference withm a few decades in 1943 Kela had acquired lts pres-
ent-day status as a "dangerous" place Moreover, lts population had increased by
150 percent between 1904 and 1924, and the Haidara had acquired village
chieftancy Therefore, it is plausible that the village of Kela got a major popula-
tion influx (by the Haidara, who were the Kangaba Keita's court preachers
accordmg to Vidal, and Diabate gnots) just after 1900 This move may have been
caused by the vamshmg of court Me in Kangaba, which made the Haidara and the
Diabate lose their traditional hosts
Since a procession from Kela to the White Stones is highly unthmkable as
long as the actors don't live m Kela, the 1880s is the oldest possible starting date
for this part of the ceremony The exile of the Kangaba Keita and the presence of
the Diabate m Kela show that the first Kamabolon ceremony m its present-day
71 Camara, "La Tradition orale en question," II
72 Data from a hst at the end of a document consulted at the Centre d'Accueil et de Recher
ehe des Archives Nationales" m Paris l G 299 Monographies du cercle de Bamako—1904
73 Cf Vidal, "La Legende officielle," 317-28, ANMK l E 70 Rapports pohtiques et
rapports de tournees, cercle de Bamako 1921-1944
74 ANMK FR l-E 46 Rapports pohtiques et rapports de tournees subdivision Kouremale
1942-1946 "Marabouts" are Koramc scholars, "djoulas" are merchants Nowadays the village
counts about 250 Diabate among lts population and has four Koramc schools supervised by
Haidara families who form 40 percent of the total population of 1,700 Camara, 'La Tradition "
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form may date from the period 1880-1912, although the sanctuary itself is older,75
and the Sunjata epic dates at least from the Middle Ages.
The year 1909 is mentioned by Camara as the year of the return of the exiled
Kangaba Keita.76 However, archival documents I consulted demonstrate that this
image needs some nuance; some Kangaba Keita never left the village. A 1893
source shows what the French did to the Kangaba Keita:
Les jeunes indigènes MAHMADY KEÏTA et NAMA KEITA fils de
Mamby Keita ancien chef de Kangaba, actuellement chef du village de
Goundiourou, seront admis ä l'école des Otages, ä compter du premier
Octobre 1893,
—Kayes, l-10-'93 Bonnier77
However, as other documents show, the "Mamby group" remained a permanent
political factor in Kangaba. The 1897 "Fiches de Renseignements" (ANMK, FA,
2 E-43) contain the following data about the old canton chief Diola Keita, a
member of the Figira branch (üteral transcription):
Est venu de sa propre initiative se mettre ä la disposition du Ct Supérieure.
A pris part au combat de l'OYAKO (1883) et en 1888 lors au passage de
la colonne ä Kangaba a été appelé au comm.t du pays.
... Est battu en breche par les Mamby qui voudraient bien redevenir les
maitres effectifs de Kangaba dont la moitié de la population est composée
de leurs anciens captifs. La plus grande partie des gens de Diola Keïta,
75 See Kathryn L Green, "Mande Kaba, The Capital of Mali A Recent Invention9" History
m Africa 18 (1991), 127-35 De Ganay gives us "Mansa Sema" as the founder of the Kamabolon,
and adds that hè is surnamed "mansa sama, [Ie roi-éléphant]" (Le Sanctuaire, p 71) This remark
evokes the hypothesis that the ceremony may have mcorporated elements of an ancient cult in
which animal totems (tanaw) played a crucial role It must be noted that the elephant is the royal
animal (Stephan Buhnen, personal commumcation)
Another sacred place m Kangaba seems also to refer to totemic cults There is for instance
the so-called minimimkolon, nowadays translated as "Ie puits tournant" However, Stephan
Buhnen wntes (letter to the author, March 6, 1996) "Could the mmimim kolon be rather a well of
'Nmimini,' a Bambara variant of the Malmke Ninkmanka or 'Nmgmanga' according to Leo
Frobemus, Dämonen des Sudan. Allerhand religiöse Verdichtungen, VII (Jena, 1924), 11-12 The
mnkinanka is of course the mythical python representing a descent group ancestor " Buhnen's idea
is worth keeping in mmd m relation to the regional name for the Kangaba region. Mmiyan The
Bambara word "miniyan" means python' However, local mformants always rejected my Sugges-
tion that the etymology of the geographical name "Mmiyan" refers to the python B. Keita, Kita
dans les années 1910 (Bamako, 1988), 148-51, text from early twentieth-century Kita, talks about
a sacred snake mimmmin to which people make big sacnfices The relationship between Sunjata
(Jata = hon), the Kamabolon ceremony, and a hon cult is also worth attention, especially smce
Frobenms gives "Kuhkorro Nyama" as the site of a ancient hon cult (L Frobemus, Kultur-
geschichte Afrikas [Zürich, 1933], 83), and this site still is important in the Sunjata epic as the
place where Sunjata's adversa'y Sumaworo Kante transfortned himself into a rock
76 See Camara, "La Tradition orale en question," 289-90
77 ANMK, FA, A-5 Ordres Particuhers du Commandant Supérieur Bonnier 1893, Ordre
Particulier no. 124. The village of Goundiourou is located along the hnes of what is now the
Dakar-Bamako railway.
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ceux qui Ie soutenaient, ont traverse sur la nve droite de sorte que les
Mamby étants plus nombreux, il n'est guère écouté n
The "fiche" of the first semester 1898 mforms us about the following
Diola ne s'est pas Signale d'une maniere particuliere, il a su faire rentrer
son impöt, il Importe pour favonser son autonte de contmuer ä surveiller
la familie du Mamby et de l'empecher absoluement de reprendre pied ä
Kangaba
Then by 1903 the Situation seems to have been appeased, since the "fiche" teils
about Diola
Vieux et bon serviteur, affaibli par l'äge, maïs avantageusement remplacé
par son fils, Diogo, qui parait intelligent et énergique Les Diola et les
Mambi vivent ä Kangaba en bonne mtelligence apparante79
Given this histoncal data on the "pohtical presence" of the Kangaba Keita m
Kangaba and the rapid changes m population size and composition m Kela, I
think that the Kamabolon ceremony entered a new phase m which the nvalry with
the Figira group became a new dimension in an ongmally internal affair 80 The
nvalry has given the Impetus to restore the sanctuary every seventh year durmg
the "exile "81
78 ANMK, FA,2 E-43, Fiches de Renseignements sur les chefs, Bamako
79Ibid
80 It is generally accepted that during the jihad of El Hajj Umar Tall (that is, m the 1850s and
1860s), all kmd of "pagan" sanctuaries were destroyed Among Mande speciahsts there has been
some discussion on what could have happened with the Kamabolon m those times (cf Camara,
"La Tradition"), smce Umar's empire mcluded Kangaba However De Ganay (Le Sanctumre, 98)
notes a quite different tradition that says that Tall donated a copy of the Koran to the Kamabolon I
heard similar stones
81 De Ganay (Le Sanctuaire) gives a picture (Plate I) of a nicely restored Kamabolon She
adds "Le Kämet blon en 1905 (7) Cliché Captain Desplagne (sie), Musee de Phomme " In her
book she does not refer to this picture In the picture, the Kamabolon—if it really is the
Kamabolon—stands between two trees of which only one was left in 1954 I look forward to more
Information on this slide On the basis of the summary of Desplagnes' diary (O Gollnhofer and R
Sillans, "Archives de la Société des Afncanistes Documents Desplagnes," Journal de la Sociéte
des Afncarustes 44 [1974] and 45 [1975]), I conclude that Desplagnes was never in the region
south of Bamako he worked and traveled in the Dogon region and beyond However, the diary
mentions a summanzed version of the Sunjata epic and some Information on the Mande popuia
oon, and therefore Desplagnes certamly was interested in the Mande matenal Moreover, I can
hardly believe that De Ganay ascnbes a picture to Desplagnes with no reason, in particular since
Y T Cisse worked with both her and the Desplagnes documents (Ibid , p 189)
In the early twentieth Century there must have been Kamabolon ceremonies in which the
Diabate featured, since in 1954 the old Bmtusme (Lansme) Diabate (his picture is m De Ganay, Le
sanctuaire, Flate XVI40) claimed to have attended the ceremony seven times (Dieterlen "Mythe
et Organisation," 68), from the age of seventeen onwards This brmgs us back to 1912 (1954 minus
6 times 7, since Bmtusme incorporates the 1954 ceremony) Smce the Diabate keep a good record
of the times that they attended a Kamabolon ceremony—as I found out during my fïeldwork—one
has a good reason to consider Bmtusme's claim as a correct However, seven times is not many for
an old man On the other hand, m 1898 (1954 minus 8 times 7) there may already have been a
ceremony in which the Diabate featured, because Bmtusme also says that his father directed the
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Conclusion
In this article I have argued that the Kamabolon ceremony is a representation of
the process of recreaüon of society The ceremony is a five-day event dunng
which society is m transition, since it is remodeled, and therefore is considered to
be "hot " Smce the entire society is in transition, the ceremony is of great impor-
tance to many groups, and it is therefore a tense and violent event, every group
concentrates on correct behavior m relation to others lts all-encompassing char-
acter explams why it refers in outlook to other socially marked events in the
Mande world, such as Installation of age groups, funerals, formation of the army,
and attnbution of hereditary kmgship However, the basic model of the ceremony
is the Installation of a new age group This is demonstrated by the ntual labor
bef ore and dunng the ceremony, the village is cleaned, cleared, and restored
before the Kamabolon is restored At the end of the ceremony impunty has been
"chased" completely
There is no empmcal evidence to consider the ceremony (m lts present form)
as an event for all the royal Keita The data of thousands of people who visit the
ceremony as a trip back to their roots (cf Dieterlen) must be dismissed as populär
myths, these stones merely express the ceremony's local and regional status
Moreover, it is incorrect to consider the Separation of pure and impure royal
Kangaba Keita—at Fnday afternoon—as the ceremony's mam function (as
Dieterlen did), it is only part of it
The allegedly religious character of the ceremony is mamly a result of the
Gnaulians' preoccupation with religion and creation myths Although some minor
parts of the ceremony may be related to "traditional" Systems of belief, such as
the calculation of the ceremony's timing, the existmg "evidence" is the result of
"mystifymg" translations of Mande concepts and notions, there is (nowadays, I
admit) no reference at all to water gods, blacksmiths, or ferülity
The ceremony has not changed much m structure m the last Century, with the
exception of some minor parts (such as the march from Kela by the Diabate
gnots) I explain this stability by the participants' preoccupation with performmg
their own roles correctly Hence the participants' behavior dunng the preparations
(rehearsals of Mansa Jigm, restoration and cleanmg of the village), which are
done without outside control, is subiect to different Standards than behavior
during the ceremony, when groups perform as closed units with strict roles in
relation to others, and discussion is rot heard
Given the stress on correct behavior during the ceremony, it is doubtful to
expect much new data from recoidings of the famous "hidden" recitation in the
Kamabolon, a performance that has gained the status of a mystery m Afncan
studies This recitation is set of "abridged standardized oral texts" which have
previously been recorded82
A correct performance of the ceremony, mav undoubtedly be experienced as
an expression of Kangaba" s greatness in relation to its nvals, but the ceremony is
ceremony four ümes, his uncle three times, and hè himself two times
82 See also Jansen, "The Sunjata Epic "
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in essence an internal affair for Kangaba and villages related to Kangaba. Meillas-
soux's analysis of the ceremony äs an expression of Kangaba's supremacy over
neighboring regions has also not been corroborated. His argument that the cere-
mony has the function of expressing rivalry with neighboring Keita groups is only
partially correct, and too one-sided: it is a relatively recent addition to the cere-
mony. Thus, the Kamabolon ceremony is a recreation of society that has been
becoming hotter and hotter in the last Century.
